
15 Minute Sprint hypothesis
 

Big Picture

What is our Product Goal?

Objectives

What are the tactical steps we need to do to
achieve the Product Goal?

...Scribbling your way towards purposeful planning 

Immediate Step

What might be a potential Sprint Goal?

Stakeholder Value

Why are we taking that step? What will it allow our
stakeholders to do?

measurement

How will you validate that hypothetical value?
What metrics will you use?

Now it's time to go to Sprint
Planning and work with the rest

of the Scrum Team to share
your ideas.



15 Minute Sprint hypothesis
 

The purpose of this tool is to help Product Owners make Sprint Planning more
purposeful and guided. It does this by scaffolding hypothesis creation to the point
where you can take your idea to the rest of the Scrum Team. It intentionally does

not go beyond this step.

This idea comes from the '5-minute lesson plan' - a fast, iterative way to plan lessons
for students. For years, it has helped teachers create clarity and purpose in their
activities by guiding them to constantly think about the future state (big picture),

knowledge required (immediate steps) and validation (measurement).

What is your current, single, Product Goal? In Scrum, it's the commitment to the
Product Backlog and the 'thing' it is currently ordered to achieve. If your Product

Backlog is not ordered to aim at anything, why not?1.

2.
In order to achieve the Product Goal, what needs to happen (at a high level) to your
Product? Are there large chunks of functionality needed? Stability improvements?
Get them clear in your head and ensure they are visible in your Product Backlog.

3.
If you had to take a single step towards one/more of those objectives, what would it
be? This is a potential Sprint Goal that you will take to Sprint Planning to validate its

achievability and value with the rest of the Scrum Team.

4.
Why will your stakeholders care about the potential Sprint Goal you just wrote? What

value will it offer them? What will it allow them to do?

5.
How will you measure whether this potential Sprint Goal actually added value to the
users of your Product? What metrics do you have access to in your Product that will

help you ensure you are closing the current to unrealised value gap?

6.
Take your ideas to Sprint Planning but be prepared to iterate on them. Remember,

this idea was yours, not the Scrum Team's - you will need to work with them to
create transparency on it and work with them to determine what is achievable.


